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Abstract1

Cooperation in a social dilemma is noble but risky because one is not sheltered against indi-2

viduals who are selfish. This ”social uncertainty” is essentially captured in the linear public3

good game, where it is socially optimal to contribute everything to the public good, while4

it is privately optimal to keep everything for oneself. Many real-world social dilemmas have5

an additional source of ”strategic uncertainty”, as socially and privately optimal strategies6

tend to depend on actions of others. Here, we compare the determinants of cooperation in7

a linear public good game and a threshold game, where individuals are challenged to guess8

the contributions of the partners to determine an appropriate investment that aligns with9

private and collective interest. We combine elicited risk preferences and cooperative attitudes10

with information from a survey on social capital and demographics to analyse what explains11

cooperation. Our experiments are carried out with farmers in Cambodia who are exposed12

to various social dilemmas on a daily basis. We find that risk and social capital explain13

cooperation in the linear public good game, but not in the threshold game. These findings14
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call for a more careful examination of real world social dilemmas that typically coordination15

and cooperation elements.16

Keywords: cooperation, social uncertainty, public good game, threshold game, natural17

resource management, uncertainty18
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1 Introduction19

Cooperation in social dilemma situations has been studied extensively. The linear public20

good game is the canonical model to analyse cooperative behaviour in a situation where21

each individual is torn between personal gains and collective welfare. While it is individu-22

ally optimal to contribute nothing to the public good regardless of what other players are23

doing, it is socially optimal to contribute everything (??). The social optimum is reached24

if all players contribute their full endowment to the public good. Yet, the most frequently25

observed behaviour is neither free riding nor full cooperation but rather contributions around26

40-50% of the endowment (???). ? established that individuals can be classified according27

to their contribution strategies, such as free riding, conditional cooperation, or unconditional28

cooperation. The notion of conditional cooperation highlights the role of beliefs about the29

partners’ contributions in how much individuals contribute (??). Intuitively, individuals try30

to avoid being the ”sucker” (?) who contributes while others take a free ride.31

Most real world social dilemmas are more complex than the linear public good game suggests.32

While in the linear public good game the strategies on how to achieve the social optimum are33

known this is not necessarily the case in nonlinear public good games. In nonlinear games, the34

strategy on how to achieve the social optimum depends on the actions of the partners (????).35

Hence, in linear public good games the socially optimal strategy – contribute everything –36

is independent of the contributions of partners, but whether the social optimum materializes37

does. In contrast, in nonlinear public good games also the socially optimal strategy depends38

on actions of partners.1 One example of nonlinear public goods are irrigation systems to39

which farmers contribute to ensure maintenance. This infrastructure only retains functional-40

ity if a minimum amount of contributions is reached. Those nonlinearities can be formalized41

1Mathematically, the contribution levels of partners is an argument in the socially optimal contribution
level of a nonlinear public good game, but not in a linear public good game.
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in threshold public good games, where players contribute jointly to a group account. If the42

joint contributions are below a threshold, all contributions are lost and the public good is not43

provided. In this setting, the strategy to achieve the social optimum (reaching the threshold44

exactly) depends on the partners contributions (?).245

The linear public good game and the threshold game both feature a form of ”social uncer-46

tainty”. ? use the term ”social risk” ”to describe situations where decisions by other human47

beings are the prime source of uncertainty”. While ? focus on the fear of being taken ad-48

vantage of, i.e. betrayal aversion, one may generalize the preference to align own behaviour49

with what others are doings as a form of conditional cooperation (??). Obviously, to act50

conditionally cooperative, one needs to gauge behaviour of others. This uncertainty about51

the behaviour of others we refer to as ”social uncertainty” which is part of the linear as well52

as the threshold public good game. In the threshold public good game, these consideration53

may also play a role, but there is the additional source of ”strategic uncertainty”. As the54

best response depends on the unknown contributions of others, there is a risk of contributing55

inefficiently and either failing to reach the threshold or providing more than needed.56

In this paper we unbundle the source of uncertainty by distinguishing the fear of deviating57

from what the social norm is, which we call ”social uncertainty” and the difficulty of gauging58

contributions of others to make a best response which we call ”strategic uncertainty”. So-59

cial uncertainty is present in the linear and the threshold public good game, while strategic60

uncertainty is only present in the threshold public good game. We conduct lab in the field61

experiments with Cambodian farmers. We ask the question how individual factors, such as62

risk aversion, social capital, or demographic variables affect cooperation under social and63

strategic uncertainty. A key feature of this subject pool is that the participants are com-64

2There is also extensive research on uncertain thresholds and its effect on contribution levels. Generally,
contribution levels are lower when the threshold is uncertain (often referred to as ”environmental uncer-
tainty”) (????????), which is not surprising given the additional layer of uncertainty.
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monly exposed to social dilemmas, such as contributing to irrigation infrastructure and rely65

to a large extent on informal rules to manage these dilemmas. By studying the behaviour66

of Cambodian farmers we are able to gain some insights in how small communities manage67

natural resources with the help of social capital (e.g. the level of support for community68

tasks, being a member of a voluntary association), as well as risk aversion and prosocial69

preferences.70

Our paper contributes to the literature in two ways. First, by investigating the various fac-71

tors that play a role when individuals engage in social dilemma situations, accounting for the72

role of social and strategic uncertainty. Second, we explore under which conditions farmers73

successfully overcome social dilemmas, building upon the social-ecological systems literature74

pioneered by Ostrom and others (????). In particular, risk aversion and social capital (es-75

pecially trust) can act as factors influencing contribution levels in linear public good games.76

? and ? find that trust increases contribution levels and ? observe that risk seeking people77

invest more in the public good than risk averse people. Contrary, ? do not find any signif-78

icant effect of risk preferences on contribution levels. ? run a public good game, where the79

return on the public good or the private account is risky (there is a 50% chance that it is paid80

out or doubled). They observe that risk in the public account leads to lower investments in81

the risky account than risk in the private account. Apart from individual preferences, social82

norms and community characteristics also influence cooperative actions (???). Also, being83

a member of a voluntary association has been observed to have strong positive correlations84

with higher contributions to the public good (?). The role of risk preferences in threshold85

games has been explored to a lesser degree and does not show a clear pattern. While ?86

find that risk aversion leads to higher contributions, ? find no effect. The remainder of the87

paper is organised as follows: section 2 describes the setting of the experiments as well as88

the data generated, section 3 explains the experimental setup, section 4 entails the results,89
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and section 5 concludes.90

2 Materials and Methods91

2.1 Study site in Cambodia92

In Cambodia, the management of natural resources (water, fisheries, and forestry) relies to a93

large extent on community management. While the resource management is decentralised it94

is still part of a multilevel governance setting (?). In 1994, the Cambodian government ini-95

tiated the transfer of the water management from the national level to the communities (?).96

This process was further formalised in 1999 when the Participatory Irrigation Management97

and Development program was introduced that created a formal setting in which the irriga-98

tion governance is the task of formal user groups. These Farmer Water User Communities99

(FWUCs) consist of farmers and are responsible for the maintenance, repair, and improve-100

ment of the irrigation system, as well as the establishment of equitable and reliable access101

to water (??). While the official guidelines and regulations provided by the state ensure a102

framework for running the FWUCs, the experiences, expectations, and perceptions within103

the communes differ widely, depending on social norms and environmental characteristics104

(?).105

2.2 Study population and experimental procedure106

The experiments were conducted in May/June 2019 in the province Kampong Chhnang,107

Cambodia. The research took place in 21 villages in three communes: Tuel Phpos, Tank108

Krasang and Kouk Bonteay (see fig. 1). The three communes have different levels of access109

to water and water availability in Tuel Phpos is most stable. While Kouk Banteay is the110

commune closest to the Tonle Sap lake, which allows for fishing, water availability there is111
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more volatile than in the other communes. Also, water availability does not only depend112

on location, but also on the quality of the canal system which may be different between113

villages. In general, the villages within these communes are tight communities (on average114

727 inhabitants) sharing not only resources but also ceremonies such as weddings and funerals.115

All experiments and research ideas were reviewed by the Social Sciences Ethic Committee of116

Wageningen University and registered as a pre-analysis plan; see ?.117
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Figure 1: The study side Kampong Chhnang province with three communes Tuol Phpous, Taing
Krasaing, and Kouk Banteay where 21 villages where visited.

Participants were recruited through the village chief, a respected member of the community.118

Only one participant per household was allowed to take part, preferably but not necessarily,119

the household head. Further requirements were that participants should represent all parts120
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of the village’s society. Also, participants had to be 18 years old and healthy enough to sit121

on the floor for the duration of the experiments (see table 1 for an overview).122

Table 1: Overview over sample population

Household Characteristics

Gender male (104), female (177), preferred not to say (1)
Age 18 - 80
Years of school attended 0 - 16
Relation to Household head HH head (128), Spouse (122), Child (2), Parent (25), Other (5)
Primary occupation Rice farmer (239), Fisher (1), Housewife (12), Other (30)
Household members 1 - 11
Children per Household 0 - 6
Earners per Household 0 - 6
Rice cultivation (2018) yes (265), no (17)

Area

Communes 3
Villages 21

An experimental session began with an introduction of the research team. The village chiefs123

made sure that the chosen members all showed up and once the formalities were settled124

left the venue for their respective work. The participants were told that the study aims at125

understanding livelihoods related to farming. Furthermore, they were instructed about the126

duration and the monetary reward for this research. Participants received a show up fee of127

4000 Cambodian Riel (KHR)3 and 6000 KHR for their effort to stay until the end of the128

meeting. The sessions lasted 3 hours including a break. At the end of the session one of the129

games was chosen randomly to be paid out to each individual.130

All instructions were given verbally and aided with posters and examples to ensure under-131

standing in a population with high illiteracy rates (all instructions, visual aids, as well as the132

survey are available in the appendix). The verbal consent also included information about133

34000 KHR are equivalent to one USD.
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the confidentiality and anonymity of the decisions and answers that the participants gave.134

Moreover, subjects were made aware that participation is voluntary and that they could leave135

at any time without negative consequences. Participants were stimulated to ask questions136

at all times. Once the participants had no further questions, the experimental tasks started.137

Participants played four economic games in the following order: risk elicitation, linear public138

good game, conditional linear public good game and the threshold public good game. No139

feedback was given between these games to avoid confounding behaviour.140

The risk elicitation task follows ? and the conditional public good game ? with the instruc-141

tions adapted from ?. The risk elicitation and the conditional public good game are used142

to measure risk aversion and define cooperative types. For all the games we randomly and143

anonymously assign new partners. All participants also answered survey questions in regard144

to socio-demographics and social capital. In 23 cases we have incomplete data which leaves145

us with 282 full observation sets. Table A.1 in the appendix provides an overview of the146

summary statistics from the survey as well as the experiments. Finally, subjects are paid147

their individual payoff privately and in cash.148

2.3 Eliciting risk and social preferences149

To analyse impacts on contribution strategies between games we conducted a risk elicitation150

task and played a conditional public good game. The risk elicitation task provides us with151

a measure for risk aversion which runs from zero (highly risk seeking) to six (highly risk152

averse). We see that the majority of our sample is more or less risk neutral (values from two153

to four) and only few show extreme risk aversion (value of six) or risk seeking (value of zero)154

behaviour (fig. 2).155
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Figure 2: Degree of risk aversion and cooperative behaviour types based on the hierarchical
cluster analysis.

We play a conditional public good game based on ? which measures contribution in public156

goods without any source of social risk. ? find that some people free ride independent of157

how much the other person contributes, others match the contributions of their partners158

(conditional cooperators), while some match contributions to a certain point from which on159

they reduce contributions to the public good again (hump-shaped contributions). ? include160

further behaviour types such as altruists (unconditional cooperation) and weak conditional161

cooperators (no exact matching of the contributions, but close). When applying the classifica-162

tion of cooperative behaviour types by ? we do not explain a lot of the cooperative behaviour163

in our Cambodian population4. This may not be surprising, given that behavioural types164

are hardly universal, but embedded in cultural contexts (?). For example, there is a strong165

4Based on ? we classified 8% as unconditional cooperators, 7% as conditional cooperators, 20% as weak
conditional cooperators, 0% as free riders, 0% as hump shaped, and 65% as unclassified behaviour.
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aversion towards free riding in Cambodia, a behaviour that is entirely absent in our experi-166

ment. An alternative way to the standard approach by ? is the hierarchical cluster analysis167

proposed by ?. Cluster analysis matches variables into groups by analysing their similarities168

to each other (see appendix appendix A.2 for details). ? show that the hierarchical cluster169

analysis is able to reproduce the classifications of ? if these are the prevalent behaviour types.170

Yet, the advantage of the hierarchical cluster analysis is that it is also able to detect different171

contribution patterns. By applying this method to our population we find five behaviour172

types. A frequent contribution strategy is to contribute more or less the same amount in-173

dependent of how much the partner contributes, but there are three distinct groups which174

differ in the level of contributions. Further, we identify a group that can be described best as175

conditional cooperators and one group that does not seem to match any pattern. Hence, we176

classify our behavioural types as follows: 18.48% high unconditional cooperators, 24.09% con-177

ditional cooperators, 13.86% medium unconditional cooperators, 17.49% low unconditional178

cooperators, and 26.07% unclassified other behaviour (see fig. 2). The average contribution179

in the conditional public good game of a high unconditional cooperator is 4.44 (SD 0.9), 2.54180

(SD 0.77) of a medium unconditional cooperator, and 1.78 (SD 0.89) of a low unconditional181

cooperator. The last group of contributors shows no clear pattern of contributions with an182

average contribution of 3.37 (SD 1.17) (see table A.1 for summary statistics and fig. A.4183

for contribution pattern of the five types). Figure 2 shows that conditional cooperators do184

increase contributions as the contributions of partners increase, but they do not match them185

exactly, partially because of a reluctance to contribute zero.186
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3 Experimental Design187

3.1 Linear Public Good Game188

We play a standard linear public good game to analyse cooperation under social uncertainty,

but without strategic uncertainty. While the payoff for individual i depends on the contri-

butions of the partners, the strategies to achieve the social optimum or maximise individual

gains do not. In the linear public good game the group size is set to two and we have the

following individual payoff structure

πi = Ei − ci + 0.75
n∑

j=1

cj

where πi is the individual i’s payoff, E is the endowment, and ci the individuals contribution189

to the public fund. We set n = 2 and E = 6000 KHR. For every 1000 KHR contributed190

to the public fund, another 500 KHR are added. Thus, the marginal per capita return is191

0.75 and since 0.75 < 1 < 0.75 × N , players face a social dilemma. In this game the profit192

maximising individual will contribute zero (ci = 0) (the Nash equilibrium) and it is socially193

optimal to contribute everything (ci = Ei) (see fig. 3). Thus, the Nash and socially optimal194

strategy are independent of the size of the group and the contributions of the partners, but195

the payoffs clearly depend on the contributions of the partners. Contributions to the public196

fund are possible in discrete steps of 1000 KHR. The maximum social welfare is 18000 KHR,197

which is 9000 KHR per person.198
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3.2 Threshold Public Good Game199

In addition to the linear public good game we use a threshold public good game to implement

strategic uncertainty on top of social uncertainty. The individual payoff πi in the threshold

game is determined by

πi =


(Ei − ci) +B if

n∑
j=1

cj ≥ T

(Ei − ci) if
n∑

j=1

cj < T

where B is a lump sum benefit every player gets if the threshold is reached, ci the individual200

contribution to the public good, T denotes the threshold, and Ei the endowment. Note that201

we set E = 6000, B = 6000, T = 9000 and N = 3 so that E < T < NE. Thus no individual202

can reach the threshold by herself and reaching the threshold does not require contributing203

all of the endowment by everyone.204

The game has two symmetric Nash equilibria: the pure uncooperative strategy in which205

everyone contributes zero to the public fund (ci = 0) which we refer to as symmetric uncoop-206

erative Nash equilibrium, and the fair equilibrium strategy in which the threshold is reached207

via equal contributions by everyone (ci = T/N) which we refer to as symmetric cooperative208

Nash equilibrium. The symmetric uncooperative Nash equilibrium is a risk-dominant and209

the symmetric cooperative Nash equilibrium is a payoff-dominant equilibrium. The fair equi-210

librium only exists if and only if B ≥ T/N . The symmetric cooperative Nash equilibrium211

maximises social welfare and distributes it equally among the group, hence, the fair social212

optimum is reached. The best response for individual i is T/N if she believes that the others213

contribute (N−1)(T/N), thus making the individuals contributions just enough to reach the214

threshold. Contributing zero to the public fund is the best strategy if the individual believes215

the partners also contribute zero (see fig. 3). Apart from those two symmetric equilibria216

there are also asymmetric equilibria, though symmetric equilibria might act as focal points217
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(?). The symmetric cooperative equilibrium is often achieved via the equal division rule, or218

the T/n heuristic (?). The requirements for an asymmetric equilibrium are
∑n

j=1 cj = T and219

ci ≤ B for all i. Thus, with every additional partner, the number of asymmetric equilibria220

increases.221

As in the linear public good game the endowment is 6000 KHR, contributions to the public222

fund are done in steps of 1000 KHR. The group size is set to three. The maximum social223

welfare in the threshold public good game is 27000 KHR. Thus, the individual payoff in the224

fair social optimum (every individual contributes the same amount) in the threshold game is225

the same as in the social optimum in the linear public good game (9000 KHR). The symmet-226

ric cooperative Nash equilibrium is reached if everyone contributes 3000 KHR. As shown by227

? the reward of reaching the threshold needs to be sufficiently high to induce cooperation.228

In our setting, the marginal per capita return in the symmetric cooperative equilibrium is 2229

which can be considered sufficiently high.5 The linear as well as the threshold public good230

game are played as one-shot games in which we randomly assign new partners for each game231

to avoid intergroup dynamics such as retaliation6.232

5Comparing two experiments ideally requires that all key features (endowment, location of Nash equilib-
rium and social optimum, number of players) are equal. This is not possible in our setting. We keep the
endowment as well as individual payoffs in the uncooperative Nash equilibrum and the social optimum the
same in both games (0 and 9000) to avoid endowment effects. To do so we increase the number of players
in the threshold game to three. In hindsight, we could have played the linear public good game also with 3
players, by choosing a different MPCR, which would have eased comparison across games.

6The threshold game is set up as a framing experiment, where the threshold may resemble a public good
or a public bad which is analysed in ?. When analysing data, we always control for the framing effect.
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Figure 3: Optimal contribution strategy and symmetric Nash equilibria in the linear and the
threshold public good game.

4 Results233

First, we establish the contribution and welfare levels in the linear and the threshold public234

good games. Second, we analyse how individual preferences, socio-demographics, and social235

capital influence these contribution levels.236
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4.1 Public good games237

4.1.1 Contribution levels238

The average contribution to the public fund in the linear public good game is 3.11 (SD 1.11)239

and 3.15 (SD 1.18) in the threshold public good game. Figure 4 shows that in the linear public240

good game only 3.31% contribute the socially optimal amount of six bills and only 0.33%241

follow the individual profit maximisation strategy of zero contributions. The most frequent242

observed contribution is three bills (37.42%). The most frequently observed contribution level243

in the threshold public good game is also three bills (48.50%), but the contribution levels244

zero (3.65%) and six (4.65%) are also observed more often. While the Kolmogorov–Smirnov245

test confirms the difference of the distributions (D = 5.9734, p = 0.000), we cannot confirm246

differences in the mean (paired t test, p = 0.6242).247
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Figure 4: Contributions to the public fund in the linear public good and the threshold public good
game.

4.1.2 Welfare levels248

Comparing the individual payoffs per game, we find that the median payoff is considerably249

lower in the linear public good game (six) than in the threshold public good game (eight).250

Also, we find that the range of payoffs is lower in the linear (from four to eight) than in251

the threshold public good game (from two to twelve) (fig. 5). When we relate the payoffs252

to the contribution levels we see a negative relationship between contributions and realised253

payoffs in both games. This negative relationship is caused by the inherent feature of a254

social dilemma where contributing less is individually better, but collectively worse. We see255
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that contributing to the public good often results in payoffs that are even lower than the256

symmetric uncooperative Nash equilibrium. In fig. 5 we can clearly see that in the linear257

public good game the payoffs are distributed around (often below) the Nash equilibrium,258

while in the threshold game two payoff branches (collective success / failure) are visible.259

This makes it also intuitively clear why the threshold game features an additional source of260

risk, as more contribution to the public fund comes at a cost, but reduces the risk of failing261

to meet the threshold. We see that the symmetric cooperative Nash equilibrium is a popular262

strategy with a very high chance of success, but also contributing slightly above Nash (four263

bills) is a strategy with fairly high success rates without having to sacrifice too much of the264

individual payoff.265

Figure 5: Individual payoffs depending on contribution level in linear and threshold public good
game. The length of the bars indicate the frequency of the observed payoff levels.

4.2 Determinants of contribution levels266

4.2.1 Linear Public Good267

We run an OLS regression to explain contribution levels to the public good. We estimate the

following model

yi = α + βXi + λ+ µi

with yi being the contributions to the public fund, α is the constant, Xi includes the variables268

on individual preferences, socio-demographics, and social capital, λ denotes the village fixed269

effects, and µi is the error term. Given the shared experiences within villages and the close270

social networks, we cluster the error term on the village level.271

In the linear public good game we find that risk aversion is negatively correlated with con-272

tributions (table 2; see table A.2 for specific village-fixed effects). This effect persists, in-273
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dependent of the covariates included in the model (model (1) to (4) in table 2). We also274

see that high unconditional cooperators contribute significantly more than low unconditional275

cooperators (which we use as a base). Also, conditional cooperators contribute more to the276

public good than low unconditional cooperators but to a lesser extent than high unconditional277

cooperators. None of the socio-demographics apart from remittances have any significant ef-278

fect. We do see that a household that receives remittances, which probably belongs to the279

wealthier part of the population, contributes more to the public good than those households280

without remittances. Regarding social capital, we do not find any effect of being a member281

of a voluntary organisation. We measured the support for community tasks7 and find that282

the higher the support for community tasks is the more people contribute to the public good,283

even though it is only significant at a 10 % level.284

7The exact question in the survey was: ”Suppose that 10 of your neighbors are invited to help in community
activities (e.g. repairing a canal or dam). How many would show up?” The possible answers ranged from 0
to 10.
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Table 2: Determinants of Contribution level in the linear public good game.

Dep. Var.: Contribution to the public good in linear public good game
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Individual Preferences
Risk Aversion -0.201∗∗∗ -0.224∗∗∗ -0.230∗∗∗ -0.217∗∗∗

(0.0524) (0.0538) (0.0481) (0.0539)

High Unconditional Cooperators 1.587∗∗∗ 1.270∗∗∗ 1.247∗∗∗ 1.285∗∗∗

(0.178) (0.191) (0.212) (0.193)

Conditional Cooperators 0.638∗∗∗ 0.426∗∗ 0.417∗ 0.440∗∗

(0.165) (0.199) (0.208) (0.192)

Medium Unconditional Cooperators 0.511∗∗ 0.238 0.310 0.364
(0.194) (0.231) (0.257) (0.244)

Other 0.740∗∗∗ 0.514∗∗ 0.477∗∗ 0.527∗∗

(0.165) (0.184) (0.206) (0.193)

Socio-demographics
Male 0.101 0.112

(0.159) (0.164)

Age 0.00407 0.00245
(0.00590) (0.00567)

Years of schooling completed 0.0204 0.0149
(0.0201) (0.0192)

Number of household members 0.0137 0.00810
(0.0281) (0.0288)

HH receives remittances 0.343∗∗∗ 0.335∗∗∗

(0.110) (0.113)

Social Capital
Member in a water and/or fisher association 0.158

(0.172)

Expected help of neighbours in contributing to community tasks 0.0512∗

(0.0274)

Constant 3.044∗∗∗ 3.411∗∗∗ 2.973∗∗∗ 2.501∗∗∗

(0.288) (0.262) (0.297) (0.385)
Village fixed effects

√ √ √

Observations 302 302 281 281
R2 0.257 0.420 0.446 0.458
Adjusted R2 0.245 0.367 0.379 0.389

Standard errors in parentheses, clustered on village level.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

4.2.2 Threshold Public Good285

We run the same OLS for the contribution level in the threshold public good game. In this286

game risk aversion does not have a significant effect in any specification (table 3; see table A.3287
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for specific village-fixed effects). We do find an effect of cooperative types, but the effect is288

weaker than in the linear public good game. High unconditional cooperators do contribute289

more than the low unconditional cooperators, but the difference is less than in the linear290

public good. In the threshold public good game none of the socio-demographic variables has291

any significant effect, and the social capital variables are insignificant as well.292

Contribution levels in both games are not directly comparable, because the games have differ-293

ent properties. Still, we can look at how contribution levels in both games are correlated and294

how this depends on risk aversion and social capital; see Figure A.1 and A.2. We find that295

highly risk averse people have a positive correlation while people with medium risk aversion296

show no correlation and people with low risk aversion show a negative correlation (although297

only the mildly risk averse level 4 correlation of 0.254 is significant at 5%) (fig. A.1). Re-298

garding social capital we find that the correlation between the threshold public good and the299

linear public good game is stronger for individuals with low social capital (fig. A.2).300

301
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Table 3: Determinants of Contribution level in the threshold public good game.

Dep. Var.: Contribution to the public good in the threshold public good game
(1) (2) (3) (4)

Individual Preferences
Risk Aversion 0.0247 0.0474 0.0503 0.0441

(0.0716) (0.0693) (0.0683) (0.0677)

High Unconditional Cooperators 0.785∗∗∗ 0.562∗∗ 0.542∗∗ 0.585∗∗

(0.222) (0.248) (0.256) (0.261)

Conditional Cooperators 0.417∗∗ 0.121 0.0770 0.0858
(0.148) (0.213) (0.224) (0.222)

Medium Unconditional Cooperators 0.238 0.152 0.164 0.182
(0.155) (0.167) (0.180) (0.169)

Other 0.633∗∗∗ 0.421∗ 0.394 0.400
(0.196) (0.243) (0.258) (0.247)

Socio-demographics
Male 0.0630 0.0639

(0.206) (0.207)

Age 0.000918 0.0000688
(0.00754) (0.00703)

Years of schooling completed 0.0474∗ 0.0454∗

(0.0263) (0.0262)

Number of household members 0.0166 0.0147
(0.0629) (0.0618)

HH receives remittances -0.0792 -0.0730
(0.128) (0.136)

Social Capital
Member in a water and/or fisher association 0.181

(0.156)

Expected help of neighbours in contributing to community tasks -0.0137
(0.0328)

Constant 2.868∗∗∗ 2.887∗∗∗ 2.545∗∗∗ 2.556∗∗∗

(0.322) (0.289) (0.478) (0.608)
Village fixed effects

√ √ √

Framing
√ √ √ √

Observations 301 301 280 280
R2 0.087 0.206 0.229 0.232
Adjusted R2 0.069 0.130 0.132 0.129

Standard errors in parentheses, clustered on village level.
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

A potential caveat is of course the very fact that the threshold game is nonlinear and therefore

a linear regression may not be the best specification to explain contributions. Therefore, we

run another model where we try to explain whether individuals contribute (i) less than the
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symmetric cooperative Nash equilibrium (SCNE), (ii) more than the SCNE, and (iii) exactly

the SCNE. We code those as dummy variables and run a logit model to test for the impact of

risk aversion on those different contribution levels. Specifically, we run the following model

for three different contribution levels (contribution levels below, at, or above the symmetric

cooperative Nash equilibrium)

PR(yi = 1) = α + βXi + λ+ µi

where, as before, α is the constant, Xi includes the variables on individual preferences, socio-302

demographics, and social capital, λ denotes the village fixed effects, and µi is the error term303

clustered on the village level. The dependent variable PR(yi = 1) measures in model (1) in304

table A.4 whether the contribution level is below three (below SCNE), in model (2) whether305

the contribution level is three (SCNE), and in model (3) whether the contribution level is306

above three (above SCNE) (see table A.4).307

We still do not see any effect of risk preferences, but again the cooperative behaviour types308

are significant. High unconditional cooperators have a higher probability of contributing309

above the SCNE, conditional cooperators do not have a higher probability of play one of310

those strategies and medium unconditional cooperators have a higher probability to play the311

SCNE. No socio-demographic variables nor community related variables have any significant312

effect.313

5 Discussion and Conclusion314

A key question in the literature concerns the individual and contextual factors around co-315

operation in social dilemma situations. An inherent feature of social dilemmas is the fear of316

being exploited or betrayed by others, which has been coined ”social uncertainty”. In addi-317
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tion, some games feature an additional source of risk or ”strategic uncertainty”, as socially318

and privately optimal strategies depend on actions of others.319

The predominant way to analyse social dilemma situations is the use of the linear public320

good game, where the strategies to achieve the social optimum are independent of behaviour321

of others and, hence, strategic uncertainty is absent. In this paper we analyse the underlying322

factors of cooperation in (i) a linear public good game without strategic uncertainty and (ii)323

a threshold public good game with strategic uncertainty. By running both games we are able324

to analyse the determinants of contribution levels in light of social and strategic uncertainty.325

We find that cooperative behaviour types play a role for contribution levels with and without326

strategic uncertainty. Yet, the differences between the cooperative behaviour types are less327

pronounced in the threshold public good game. The symmetric cooperative Nash equilibrium328

serves as a clear focal point which may put individuals in a mode of coordination, rather than329

cooperation. Also, our social capital variables explain partially cooperation in the linear pub-330

lic good game, but not in the threshold public good game, lending further support to the idea331

that the threshold public good game is not necessarily perceived as a game of cooperation332

only.333

While risk aversion plays a role in the linear public good game, we cannot find any impact of334

risk aversion in the threshold public good game. This finding is somewhat surprising given335

that the threshold game has a very clear risk component of failing to reach the threshold336

(the strategic uncertainty), in addition to the social uncertainty of deviating from the social337

norm of what others are doing. In regard to social capital we find that low social capital338

leads to higher contributions in the threshold game than in the linear public good game. To339

some extend does the threshold act as a focal point which people aim towards and are also340

prepared to contribute more than their fair share. Thus, the focal point reduces social risk341

to a certain extent. An obvious follow up experiment would be to explore the role of social342
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risk further, and allow for a treatment where co-players would be computers, rather than343

humans (??).344

345

It is worth comparing our results to coordination games, such as the stag hunt game that346

share some features with threshold public good games. Coordination games have two Nash347

equilibria, and some studies compared behaviour when one equilibrium has higher payoffs,348

but also higher risk than the other. It has been shown that social capital variables such as349

trust do indeed lead to choosing the pay-off dominant option as long as the other person is350

perceived as trustworthy (???). The effect of risk aversion in stag hunt games is less clear.351

While a frequent pattern is that risk aversion leads to choosing the risk-dominant option352

(???), ? finds that coordination does not depend on the individuals risk preference but on353

the assumed risk preference of the partner while ? find no effect at all.354

355

In both games the most frequently observed contribution level is 50% of the endowment. The356

tendency to contribute around 50% of the endowment has been observed many times before357

(???). In a setting where the symmetric cooperative Nash equilibrium corresponds to 50%358

of the endowment this choice is observed even more frequently. Thus, the observed welfare359

levels are considerably higher in the threshold public good game than in the linear public360

good game. While it is generally difficult to compare welfare levels across games, setting the361

symmetric cooperative Nash equilibrium to 50% probably made coordination easier because362

it is the point that maximizes social welfare and is also in line with a fairness norm to con-363

tribute around 50% of the endowment. Future research could test cooperation in strategic364

interaction settings where the symmetric cooperative Nash equilibrium differs from the pre-365

ferred contribution level of 40 - 50% (??). One confounding effect in our setup could be that366

the linear public good game is played with two players while the threshold game is played by367
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three players. This is an important difference in the games, as cooperating with one other368

person is perhaps less abstract than cooperating with two people. So while we observe that369

social capital and risk preferences affect behaviour in the linear public goods game, we do370

not know whether this effect is getting weaker as number of players, and also cognitive load,371

increases.372

Finally, many real world social dilemmas, such as harvesting a renewable resource or con-373

tributing to joint infrastructure, resemble a threshold game. However, the linear public good374

game remains the key device to measure cooperation in most experimental research. Our375

results suggest that the determining factors in a linear public good game do not necessarily376

carry over to a threshold game. While our experiments are conducted in a specific Cambo-377

dian context and thus may not be generalisable, they do raise the question to what extent378

results from linear public good games can be used to explain cooperation in the field.379
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A Online Appendix

A.1 Supplementary results

Figure A.1: Contributions to linear and threshold game by degree of risk aversion. High risk
aversion is defined as investing 4-6 bills, medium risk aversion as investing 3 bills and low risk
aversion as investing 0-2 bills in the save fund in the risk elicitation game.

Figure A.2: Contributions to linear and threshold game by expected help from community.
High social capital is defined as 6-10 people are expected to help and low social capital is defined
as 0-5 people are expected to help with a community task.

Table A.1: Summary statistics

Observations Mean Standard Deviation Min Max
Risk Elicitation
Contribution to the risky account 302 2.80 1 0 6

Linear Public Good game
Contribution to public fund 303 3.11 1.11 0 6

Conditional Public Good game
Contribution to public fund if partner contributes 0 299 2.72 1.5 0 6
Contribution to public fund if partner contributes 1000 299 2.51 1.29 0 6
Contribution to public fund if partner contributes 2000 299 2.75 1.19 0 6
Contribution to public fund if partner contributes 3000 299 3.11 1.1 0 6
Contribution to public fund if partner contributes 4000 299 3.43 1.24 0 6
Contribution to public fund if partner contributes 5000 299 3.50 1.42 0 6
Contribution to public fund if partner contributes 6000 299 3.82 1.62 0 6

Threshold Public Good game
Contribution to public fund 301 3.15 1.18 0 6

Socio-demographics
Gender (Male = 1) 281 0.37 0.48 0 1
Age 282 46.2 13.22 18 80
Number of Household members 282 4.76 1.7 1 11
Years of Schooling 282 4.05 3.48 0 16
Fishing (yes = 1) 282 0.22 0.42 0 1
Remittances (yes = 1) 282 0.32 0.47 0 1

Social Capital
Membership (yes = 1) 282 0.35 0.48 0 1
Support of neighbours for community task 282 7.33 2.35 0 10

Cooperative behaviour types -contributions
Conditional Cooperators 73 3.17 1.55 0 6
High Unconditional Cooperators 56 4.44 0.9 0 6
Medium Unconditional Cooperators 42 2.54 0.77 0 5
Low Unconditional Cooperators 53 1.77 0.89 0 6
Unclassified other behaviour 79 3.37 1.17 0 6
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Table A.2: Determinants of contribution level in the linear public good game by commune.

Dep. Var.: Contribution to the public fund in the linear public good game
Commune 3 Commune 2 Commune 1

Individual Preferences
Risk Aversion -0.227∗ -0.228 -0.200∗∗∗

(0.0985) (0.126) (0.0486)

High Unconditional Cooperators 1.481∗∗ 1.570∗∗∗ 0.827∗∗

(0.433) (0.233) (0.278)

Conditional Cooperators 0.616 0.320∗ 0.340
(0.378) (0.156) (0.333)

Medium Unconditional Cooperators 0.403 0.434 0.244
(0.670) (0.259) (0.134)

Other 0.608 0.670∗ 0.366
(0.381) (0.288) (0.200)

Socio-demographics
Male 0.236 -0.550∗ 0.364

(0.243) (0.216) (0.241)

Age -0.00428 0.00698 0.0115
(0.00814) (0.00847) (0.00703)

Years of schooling completed -0.0197 0.0645∗ 0.0462
(0.0167) (0.0304) (0.0473)

Number of household members 0.00417 0.0488∗∗ 0.00178
(0.0506) (0.0183) (0.0636)

HH receives remittances 0.410∗∗ 0.0183 0.512∗

(0.161) (0.161) (0.222)

Social Capital
Member in a water and/or fisher association -0.104 0.0412 0.815∗∗

(0.256) (0.189) (0.276)

Expected help of neighbours in contributing to community tasks 0.0349 0.0919∗ 0.00842
(0.0427) (0.0370) (0.0591)

village id=15 -0.0541
(0.259)

village id=16 1.216∗∗

(0.365)

village id=17 0.0431
(0.186)

village id=18 0.366∗

(0.174)

village id=19 0.469
(0.255)

village id=20 0.536∗

(0.240)

village id=21 0.234
(0.210)

village id=9 0.254
(0.270)

village id=10 0.494∗

(0.213)

village id=11 0.754∗∗∗

(0.175)

village id=12 0.380
(0.290)

village id=13 0.515
(0.310)

village id=2 -0.757∗∗

(0.214)

village id=3 -0.585
(0.472)

village id=4 -0.273
(0.517)

village id=5 1.296∗∗

(0.383)

village id=6 0.316
(0.302)

village id=7 0.371
(0.324)

Constant 2.625∗∗ 1.794∗∗ 1.934∗∗

(0.803) (0.560) (0.531)
Observations 102 88 91

R2 0.496 0.519 0.452

Adjusted R2 0.380 0.402 0.315

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table A.3: Determinants of contribution level in the threshold public good game by commune.

Dep. Var.: Contribution to the public fund in the threshold public good game
Commune 3 Commune 2 Commune 1

Individual Preferences
Risk Aversion 0.0578 0.226∗ -0.0768

(0.104) (0.108) (0.140)

High Unconditional Cooperators 0.718 0.843 0.746
(0.461) (0.529) (0.685)

Conditional Cooperators -0.0139 0.443 0.0102
(0.443) (0.240) (0.473)

Medium Unconditional Cooperators 0.457 0.659 -0.288
(0.369) (0.423) (0.305)

Other 0.353 1.079∗ 0.0699
(0.487) (0.467) (0.486)

Socio-demographics
Male 0.187 0.421 -0.0832

(0.377) (0.457) (0.276)

Age -0.0227∗∗ 0.00779 0.0169
(0.00925) (0.0129) (0.0147)

Years of schooling completed 0.0335 -0.000450 0.0810
(0.0375) (0.0543) (0.0658)

Number of household members -0.0236 -0.107 0.102
(0.0975) (0.120) (0.108)

HH receives remittances 0.358 -0.00211 -0.492
(0.326) (0.133) (0.353)

Social Capital
Member in a water and/or fisher association 0.198 0.236 0.274

(0.203) (0.454) (0.265)

Expected help of neighbours in contributing to community tasks -0.0385 -0.0791∗ 0.0107
(0.0571) (0.0352) (0.0569)

village id=15 0.0611
(0.299)

village id=16 -0.541
(0.294)

village id=17 0.485
(0.306)

village id=18 -0.0592
(0.364)

village id=19 0.108
(0.325)

village id=20 0.903∗∗

(0.326)

village id=21 -0.327
(0.251)

village id=9 0.159
(0.395)

village id=10 -0.206
(0.300)

village id=11 -0.724∗∗

(0.193)

village id=12 -0.0404
(0.391)

village id=13 0.383
(0.376)

village id=2 -0.185
(0.275)

village id=3 -0.344
(0.375)

village id=4 1.750∗∗

(0.476)

village id=5 0.323
(0.513)

village id=6 -0.249
(0.341)

village id=7 0.521
(0.477)

Constant 2.625∗∗ 1.794∗∗ 1.934∗∗

(0.803) (0.560) (0.531)
Constant 3.915∗∗ 2.618∗ 1.667

(1.239) (1.111) (1.524)
Framing

√ √ √

Observations 102 88 90

R2 0.363 0.292 0.288

Adjusted R2 0.205 0.107 0.095

Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01
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Table A.4: Determinants of contribution level in the threshold public good game. Logit model for
contributions below, at, and above the symmetric cooperative Nash equilibrium.

Dep. Var.: Contribution level below, at, or above symmetric cooperative Nash equilibrium (SCNE)
(1) (2) (3)

below SCNE SCNE above SCNE
Individual Preferences
Risk Aversion -0.160 0.181 -0.0183

(0.135) (0.130) (0.128)

High Unconditional Cooperators -1.061∗∗ -0.287 1.405∗∗

(0.536) (0.460) (0.568)

Conditional Cooperators -0.621 0.591 0.109
(0.453) (0.453) (0.570)

Medium Unconditional Cooperators -1.391∗∗ 1.307∗∗∗ -0.345
(0.587) (0.505) (0.658)

Other -1.286∗∗ 0.0877 1.166∗∗

(0.558) (0.509) (0.593)

Socio-demographics
Male -0.632 -0.0305 0.565

(0.454) (0.329) (0.360)

Age 0.0258∗ -0.0131 -0.00862
(0.0141) (0.0144) (0.0195)

Years of schooling completed 0.00133 -0.0425 0.0425
(0.0797) (0.0599) (0.0671)

Number of household members 0.00424 0.0837 -0.100
(0.158) (0.106) (0.124)

HH receives remittances -0.299 0.277 -0.152
(0.490) (0.325) (0.253)

Social Capital
Member in a water and/or fisher association -0.0757 -0.265 0.367

(0.508) (0.320) (0.367)

Expected help of neighbours in contributing to community tasks 0.0265 -0.0288 0.0141
(0.0926) (0.0492) (0.0672)

Constant -1.215 -0.606 -0.715
(1.354) (1.071) (1.357)

Village fixed effects
√ √ √

Framing
√ √ √

Observations 236 280 280
Pseudo R2 0.159 0.123 0.231

Standard errors in parentheses, clustered on village level
∗ p < 0.10, ∗∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗∗ p < 0.01

Note: We have four villages where nobody contributes less than the symmetric cooperative Nash equilibrium
which leads to fewer observations in model (1).
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A.2 Hierarchical Cluster Analysis380

In an experimental setting outside the lab with a study population other than university381

students, the heterogeneity in behavioural responses in a conditional public good game is382

expected to increase (?). In such a case, the standard approach by ? may not reflect the383

reality in the field and a more general approach, such as the hierarchical cluster analysis384

proposed by ? is preferred.385

We follow ? by using Ward’s minimum variance method with the Manhattan distance as386

a dissimilarity measure. Cluster analysis matches variables into groups by analysing their387

similarities to each other. Two contribution strategies are more similar if the distance sepa-388

rating them is smaller.389

While ? have four behavioural types, ? already extended the behavioural types to five. Yet,390

there is no reason to assume that those are the only relevant strategies. Hence, we analyse391

which number of behavioural types seems appropriate. The coherence within clusters and392

the number of clusters that can be handled in a meaningful way is always a trade-off.393

We use, as do ?, the Duda - Hart index (Je(2)/Je(1) = W (t1) + W (t2)/W (t1 ∪ t2)) com-394

plemented by a silhouette analysis. Duda and Hart propose to pick the number of clusters395

which corresponds to a large Je(2)/Je(1) and a low pseudo T-squared value with a much396

larger T-squared value next to it. At the same time the Calinski/Harabasz pseudo-F should397

be high. We see that in table A.5 Je(2)/Je(1) is the second highest for five clusters (0.8550)398

which corresponds to a significant drop in the pseudo T-squared (12.04) compared to four399

clusters (23.86) whilst at the same time corresponding to the pseudo-F of 75.91. Hence, we400

use five groups to categorize pro-social behaviour.401
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Table A.5: Duda - Hart index, pseudo T-squared and Calinski/Harrabass pseudo-F to determine
number of clusters.

Duda - Hart
Number of clusters Je(2)/Je(1) pseudo T-squared Calinski/Harabass pseudo-F

1 0.7208 116.59

2 0.7836 56.88 116.59

3 0.7868 36.05 102.17

4 0.7958 23.86 90.67

5 0.8550 12.04 75.91

6 0.8496 13.63 64.97

7 0.7817 16.48 60.36

8 0.8007 12.69 57.18

9 0.8122 12.49 52.94

10 0.7612 12.55 49.83

11 0.7127 11.69 47.99

12 0.6866 11.87 45.86

13 0.7477 9.45 43.96

14 0.7722 11.80 42.64

15 0.9173 3.79 40.98

The silhouette analysis confirms those clusters (see fig. A.3). The silhouette value measures402

how well an object fits into the cluster it is assigned to and how different it is to other403

clusters. High values indicate that an object is similar to the other objects within the cluster404

and that it is distinctly different from the objects in other clusters. Negative values mean405

that the object is not well matched to the objects within a cluster and that it is not clearly406

separated from other clusters. In our clustering we only have few borderline cases apart from407

cluster one, which is the unclassified ”other” category. We also run a Kruskal-Wallis test408

which confirms that the clusters are different (p=0.0001).409
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Figure A.3: Silhouette analysis. Colours indicate clusters, positive values mean that the object
is similar to other objects in the cluster, negative values mean that an object is different to other
objects in the cluster.

To label behaviour strategies within clusters we plotted them (see fig. A.4). We see that three410

clusters can be defined as unconditional cooperators (high, medium, and low contribution411

levels), one can be classified as conditional cooperators, and one is unclassified behaviour412

(group one in the silhouette analysis).413
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Figure A.4: Conditional contribution frequencies based on the hierarchical cluster analysis.
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A.3 Instructions414

Instructions Field study Cambodia415

The text in [] is only for instructions and at no case to be read out.416

[Introduction and Verbal Consent Form]417

Our names are Tum Nhim and Esther Schuch. We are PhD students at Wageningen Uni-418

versity in the Netherlands. Together with our study supervisor, Andries Richter, we are419

conducting a research study with about 300 villagers in Kampong Chhnang province, Cam-420

bodia. Our study aims to understand livelihood improvements such as those related to421

farming and fishing.422

We would like to invite you to participate in this study by attending today’s meeting. We423

will give you all necessary information about this study, and then you can decide if you want424

to participate in this study or not.425

• The meeting has two parts and takes about three hours. The first part is you play five426

decision games upon which you may win some money. The second part is we ask you427

some questions about the daily livelihood of your own household.428

• Participating in this meeting, you will get paid (i) 4000 Riels for your effort to come here;429

(ii) from one random game out of the five, depending on what you decide individually;430

and (iii) 6000 Riels for your effort to stay until the end of the meeting. All of the431

payment is paid once at the end of the meeting, and is sponsored by the European432

Union.433

• Your answers to the question and your decisions in the game will not have any con-434

sequences on your daily livelihood. They are all kept confidential and will be stored435

safely and anonymously at Wageningen University’s database. The results of the study436
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may be published, but your names will not be used.437

• Your participation is purely voluntary and you are free to leave at any time or skip438

any questions if you feel you want to, for whatever reasons. Doing so will not have any439

negative consequences for you.440

• There are no correct or incorrect responses, so please express your opinions freely. If441

you have any questions, concerns or requests, feel free to ask us at any time. We will442

try our best to address them.443

If you have any questions regarding this research or your rights as a research study participant,444

you may contact Mr. Tum Nhim at the phone number: 017 886785.445

I repeat again, please do not hesitate to ask any questions. Until now, do you have any446

questions?447

Before we start the games, we will give each of you an identification card. Please keep it with448

you all the time, do not lose it.449

[distribute the ID cards]450

A.3.1 Instructions for the risk elicitation451

Now we read the instructions and give examples for the first task. Then, we will do a test to452

see if you understand the task or not. Once we are sure you understand your task, you will453

begin the actual decision. Now I explain your task.454

For this task, we give each participant an endowment of 6000 Riels, containing 6 bills of 1000455

Riel. [show the notes] With this endowment of 6000 Riels, you have to decide how much456

you want to put in the white envelope and how much you want to put in the green envelope.457

[show both envelopes]. For the white envelope, the amount of money you put in you will get458

for sure. For example, if you put in 1000 Riels, you will get 1000 Riels for sure. If you put459
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in 6000 Riels, you will get 6000 Riels for sure.460

The green envelope is different. For every bill you put in the green envelope, you may get it461

tripled or you get zero Riel. If you put 1000 Riels in the green envelope, you may get 3000462

Riels or you get zero Riel. If you put in 6000 Riels in the green envelope you may get 18000463

Riels or you get zero Riel. To know whether you get the money tripled or get zero Riel, we464

will flip the coin. If the coin shows head [show coin’s head], you will get the money you465

put in tripled. If the coin shows tail [show coin’s tail], you will get zero Riel.466

What you will earn from this task is your return from the white envelope plus the return467

from the green envelope.468

You can put all the 6 bills in the white envelope or all the bills in the green envelope, or some469

in the white and some in the green.470

[Example]471

Now we will provide you with an example of how it is done in practice. Please note that472

since this is an example, we will tell you how many bills to put in the green envelope. For473

the actual task, you will have to decide this on your own, without any help from us.474

[Randomly select a player and give him six bills of 1000 Riels . Please make475

sure that each time YOU tell the person how much he should put into the green476

envelope. Do not allow the player to take the decision because this may influence477

the decision of other potential players.]478

[Record the coin tosses]479

Suppose you are the participant in this task. Now we give you an endowment of 6000 Riels,480

containing six bills of 1000 Riels.481

Now let us assume that out of six bills, you put zero in the green envelope. Please put zero482

bills in the green envelope and the remaining in the white envelope. [Ask the group;] Can483

you tell me how many Riels are in the green envelope? How many Riels are in the white484
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envelope? [Flip the coin and show the result to the participants]. Now the coin485

shows [head/tail]. How much will you get from the green envelope? You get nothing from486

it because you put in nothing. Have you understood this? How much do you get from the487

white envelope? [6000]. How much do you get in total? [6000]488

Do you have any questions?489

[If it is understood, please ask the person to take bills out of the envelopes. If it490

is not understood, repeat this example again]491

Please take the bills out of the envelopes again. Now, let us assume that out of 6 bills you put492

2 bills in the green envelope. Please put two bills in the green envelope and the remaining in493

the white envelope. [Ask the group;]. How many bills are in the green envelope? How many494

bills are in the white envelope? [Flip the coin and show the result to the participants].495

Now the coin shows [head/tail]. How much will you get from the green envelope (tripled or496

nothing?)? You thus get [6000/0 Riels]. How much do you get from the white envelope?497

[4000]. How much do you get in total? [4000/10000]498

Do you have any questions?499

[If it is understood, please ask the person to take bills out of the envelopes again]500

Please take the bills out of the envelopes again. Now, let us assume that out of 6 bills you put501

4 bills in the green envelope. Please put four bills in the green envelope and the remaining502

in the white envelope. [Ask the group;]. How many bills are in the green envelope?503

How many bills are in the white envelope? [Flip the coin and show the result to the504

participants]. Now the coin shows [head/tail]. How much will you get from the green505

envelope then (tripled or nothing?)? You thus get [12000/0 Riels].How much do you get506

from the white envelope? [2000]. How much do you get in total? [2000/14000]507

Do you have any questions?508

[If it is understood, please ask the person to take bills out of the envelopes again]509
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Please take the bills out of the envelopes again. Now, let us assume that out of 6 bills you put510

6 in the green envelope. Please put six bills in the green envelope and the remaining in the511

white envelope. [Ask the group;]. How many bills are in the green envelope? How many512

bills are in the white envelope? [Flip the coin and show the result to the participants]513

. Now the coin shows [head/tail]. How much will you get from the green envelope then514

(tripled or nothing?)? You thus get [18000/0 Riels]. How much do you get from the white515

envelope? [0]. How much do you get in total? [0/18000]516

Have you understood this part? Do you need additional examples? [If yes, select another517

person and repeat the examples in the same order.]518

Control questions519

Now we will ask you two questions which each of you have to answer privately. To answer520

these two questions we will provide you each with two pieces of paper. We will ask you the521

questions and then you will answer by ticking the box next to the correct answer [show how522

the paper looks and which boxes to tick]. The answer has only two choices. It is either523

white envelope [point to the picture] or the green envelope [point to the picture]. We524

will collect the pieces of paper to see whether you answered correctly. In order to make sure525

each of you answers privately, please put up the card board boxes.526

[Show the participants how to set up the card board boxes. Distribute the pieces527

of paper. Make sure everyone has two pieces of paper and the card board boxes528

up].529

1 From which of the envelope will you get the same amount of money as what you put530

in for sure?531

Please tick the correct answer. Once you ticked the box, please fold the paper inward.532

We will then come to collect it and continue to the next question.533
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2 From which envelope will you get a return of three times of what you put in or you get534

nothing?535

Please tick the correct answer. Once you ticked the box, please fold the paper inward.536

We will then come to collect it and continue to the next question.537

[Collect the pieces of paper ] We will now provide you each with 6000 Riel and the two538

envelopes. Now please decide how many bills you put in the white envelope, and how many539

in the green envelope. Please don’t leave any money out of the envelopes. Remember, it is540

your own choice how you want to distribute the 6000 Riels. If you have finished putting the541

bills into the envelopes, please signal the instructor. We then come and collect the envelopes.542

After all the tasks have been completed each of you will role a die to decide which task will543

be paid out. If this task is chosen you will flip the coin to determine whether the money in544

the green envelope is tripled or zero.545

[Collect the envelopes ].546

A.3.2 Instructions for the linear Public Good game547

Now we will read the instructions and give examples for the second task. Once we are sure548

that you understand your task, we will begin.549

In this task, we will divide you into groups of two: you and another person in your community.550

You will not come to know to which group you belong. Likewise, you will not come to know551

the identity of the other member of your group. Similarly, he will not come to know your552

identity either.553

We will give each of you an endowment of 6000 Riels, containing six bills of 1000 Riels. With554

this endowment of 6000 Riels, you have to decide how much you want to keep for yourself and555

how much you want to contribute to a group fund. The group fund is the money contributed556

by you and your partner. The difference between the money you keep for yourself and the557
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Figure A.5: Poster aid for the risk elicitation.

group fund is that the money you keep to yourself remains the same, but the group fund is558

increased. For every 1000 Riel in the group fund, there will be 500 Riel added. After the559

money in the group fund has been increased, the total money will be divided equally between560

you and your partner, irrespective of how much you or your partner have put into the group561

fund [Please repeat this again].562

Please note that, when you make the actual decision, the money you want to keep for yourself563

is to be put in the white envelope [show the white envelope], and the money you want564

to contribute to the group fund is to be put in the green envelope [show the green envelope].565

With this endowment of 6000 Riels, you are free to contribute whatever amount to the group566

fund, without knowing how much your partner would contribute.567
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Examples:568

[Have an assistant showing with the money what is actually happening. Put569

money on the green envelope, add the correct amount, divide into two piles]570

Now my assistant will demonstrate you some examples how the return from the group fund571

work.572

1 If both group members put zero Riels each in the group fund, [ask the group] how573

much will be in the group fund? There will be zero Riels in the group fund. [ask574

the group] By how much will the group fund be increased? The group fund will be575

increased by zero Riel. [Ask the group] How much is in total in the group fund? In576

total the group fund contains now zero Riel. [Ask the group] How much does each577

member get from the group fund? Each gets zero Riel from the group fund.578

2 If both group members put 3000 Riels each in the group fund, [ask the group] how579

much will be in the group fund? There will be 6000 Riels in the group fund. [ask580

the group] By how much will the group fund be increased? The group fund will be581

increased by 3000 Riel. [Ask the group] How much is in total in the group fund? In582

total the group fund contains now 9000 Riel. [Ask the group] How much does each583

member get from the group fund? Each gets 4500 Riel from the group fund.584

3 If both group members put 6000 Riels each in the group fund, [ask the group] how585

much will be in the group fund? There will be 12000 Riels in the group fund. [ask586

the group] By how much will the group fund be increased? The group fund will be587

increased by 6000 Riel. [Ask the group] How much is in total in the group fund? In588

total the group fund contains now 18000 Riel. [Ask the group] How much does each589

member get from the group fund? Each gets 9000 Riel from the group fund.590

Have you understood this part? Do you have any questions? If there are no questions we591
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continue with the examples.592

[EXAMPLES]593

Now we will show you with examples how the task is done in practice. In these examples594

you can see the decision of both participants. In the actual task, you will not know what the595

other person in your group decides. [Randomly select 2 players and give each of them596

six bills of 1000 Riel and a white and a green envelope. Assign who takes the597

role as participant I & II. Please make sure that each time YOU tell the persons598

on how much he should put into the project. Do not allow the players to take599

the decision because this may influence the decision of other potential players.]600

In the following we give you two examples.601

Example 1:602

Suppose you two are in the same group who perform this task. As mentioned before, each603

of you receives an endowment of 6000 Riels. Member I decides to contribute 4000 Riel into604

the group fund and keeps 2000 Riels for himself. Member I, please put 4000 Riels on top of605

the green envelope, and the remaining 2000 Riel on top of the white envelope.606

Now suppose that member II decides that he contributes zero Riel to the group fund and607

keeps 6000 Riels for himself. Member II, please put zero Riel on top of the green envelope,608

and 6000 Riels on top of the white envelope.609

[Ask the group;]610

Now, can you tell me how much did member I put in the green envelope?[Take the money611

out and put it on the table] How much did he put in the white envelope? [Take the money612

out and put it on the table]613

How much did member II put in the green envelope? [Take the money out and put it on the614

table] How much did he put in the white envelope? [Take the money out and put it on615

the table]616
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How much money is in the group fund before it is increased? [Count the bills for everyone617

to see]. We have 4000 Riels in the green envelopes. By how much will the group fund be618

increased? [Put another 2000 Riels on the project fund pile and count each pile619

for people to see]. This will be increased by 2000 Riel. In total there are now 6000 Riels in620

the group fund Finally, how much does each member get from the group fund then? [Divide621

the pile into two piles of 3000]622

Each member will thus get 3000 Riels from the group fund since the group fund has to be623

equally divided regardless how much each contributes.624

[Ask the group]625

How much does member I get in total? To know how much he earns, we count the money in626

his green and white envelopes.627

Member I keeps 2000 Riels for himself (in his white envelope) and gets 3000 Riels from the628

group fund (in his green envelope). In total, member I gets 5000 RielS.629

[Ask the group;]630

How much does member II get in total? To know how much he earns, we count the money631

in his green and white envelopes.632

member II keeps 6000 Riels for himself (in his white envelope) and gets 3000 Riels from the633

group fund (in his green envelope). In total member II gets 9000 RielS.634

[Ask the group;]635

Can you tell me, who earned more? Member I or member II?[member 2]636

[Randomly select 2 players and give each of them six bills of 1000 Riel and a637

white and a green envelope. Assign who takes the role as participant I & II.638

Please make sure that each time YOU tell the persons on how much he should639

put into the project. Do not allow the players to take the decision because this640

may influence the decision of other potential players.]641
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Example 2:642

Now suppose that member I decides that he contributes 5000 Riel into the group fund and643

keeps 1000 Riels for himself. Member I, please put 5000 Riels on top of the green envelope,644

and 1000 Riels on top of the white envelope.645

Now suppose that member II decides that he contributes 3000 Riels to the group fund and646

keeps 3000 Riels for himself. Member II, please put 3000 Riels on top of the green envelope647

and the remaining 3000 Riels on top of the white envelope.648

[Ask the group;]649

Now, can you tell me how much money did member I put in the green envelope?[Take the650

money out and put it on the table] How much did he put in the white envelope? [Take651

the money out and put it on the table]652

How much did member II put in the green envelope? [Take the money out and put it653

on the table] How much did he put in the white envelope? [Take the money out and654

put it on the table]655

How much money is in the group fund before it is increased?[Count the bills for everyone656

to see]. We have 8000 Riel in the green envelopes. By how much will the group fund be657

increased? [Put another 4000 Riels on the group fund pile and count each pile for658

people to see]. This will be increased by 4000 Riel. In total there are now 12000 Riels in659

the group fund.660

Finally, how much does each member get from the group fund then? [Divide the pile into661

two piles of 6000]662

Each member will thus get 6000 Riels from the group fund since the group fund has to be663

equally divided regardless how much each contributes.664

[Ask the group]665

How much did member I get in total? To know how much he earns, we count the money in666
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his green and white envelopes.667

Member I keeps 1000 Riels for himself (in his white envelope) and gets 6000 Riels from the668

group fund (in his green envelope). In total, member I gets 7000 Riels.669

[Ask the group;]670

How much does member II get in total? To know how much he earns, we count the money671

in his green and white envelopes.672

Member II keeps 3000 Riels for himself (in his white envelope) and gets 6000 Riels from the673

group fund (in his green envelope). In total member II gets 9000 Riel.674

[Ask the group;]675

Can you tell me, who earned more? Participant I or participant II? [member 2]676

Are there any questions? Do you need more examples? [If more examples are needed677

pick two other participants and do the examples again. If not, collect the money678

and proceed.]679

Please remember that any money that you put into the group fund is first increased by half680

and then divided equally with your partner. Any amount that you keep for yourself remains681

the same. If you keep 1000 Riels for yourself, it remains 1000 Riels. It neither increases nor682

is it divided. Your final earning from the task is the sum of the amount you keep for yourself683

and the amount you get from the group fund.684

Are there any more questions? If there are no questions anymore please sit down and put up685

the blinds. We will provide each of you with an endowment of 6000 Riels, containing 6 bills686

of 1000 Riels and a green and a white envelope.687

[Distribute the money and the envelopes]688

Please decide now how much you want to put into the group fund (green envelope) and how689

much you want to keep for yourself (white envelope). Once you are done, we will come and690

collect the envelopes.691
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Figure A.6: Poster aid for the linear public good game

[When everyone is done, please collect the envelopes and make sure that on both692

envelopes the ID number is written down]693

A.3.3 Instructions for conditional Public Good game694

Now we will read the instructions and give examples for the third task. This task is only695

slightly different from task 2, which we have just finished. As before you are in groups of696

two: you will be matched with a new partner who is someone in your community. In the last697

task, you did not know how much your partner put into the group fund. In this task, we698

allow you to make a plan about how much to contribute given how much your partner puts699

into the group fund. For every 1000 Riels in the group fund (the green envelope), we will700

add 500 Riels extra. The group fund will be divided equally between you and your partner.701
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Do you have any questions? If there are no further questions we will distribute the money702

and the envelopes to you.703

[The TASK] Now it’s time to make 7 decisions. Please think carefully about those decisions.704

[Distribute 6000 Riel and a green and a white envelope to the participants. Make705

sure the blinds are put up.]706

Decision 1: Out of an endowment of 6000 Riels, your partner in the group contributes 0 Riel707

to the group fund [put the money on the green envelope and show to everyone].708

Now, out of an endowment of 6000 Riels, how much would you like to contribute to the group709

fund? Please put the money you want to contribute to the group fund in the green envelope710

and the money for yourself in the white envelope. Now this decision is over. Please wait till711

we have collected the envelopes.712

[Collect the envelopes, ensure that the id numbers are on them. Distribute new713

envelopes and another set of 6000 Riel]714

Decision 2: Out of an endowment of 6000 Riels, your partner in the group contributes 1000715

Riels to the group fund [put the money on the green envelope and show to everyone].716

Now, out of an endowment of 6000 Riels, how much would you like to contribute to the group717

fund? Please put the money you want to contribute to the group fund in the green envelope718

and the money for yourself in the white envelope. Now this decision is over. Please wait till719

we have collected the envelopes.720

[Collect the envelopes, ensure that the id numbers are on them. Distribute new721

envelopes and another set of 6000 Riel]722

Decision 3: Out of an endowment of 6000 Riels, your partner in the group contributes 2000723

Riels to the group fund [put the money on the green envelope and show to everyone]. Now,724

out of an endowment of 6000 Riels, how much would you like to contribute to the group725

fund? Please put the money you want to contribute to the group fund in the green envelope726
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and the money for yourself in the white envelope. Now this decision is over. Please wait till727

we have collected the envelopes.728

[Collect the envelopes, ensure that the id numbers are on them. Distribute new729

envelopes and another set of 6000 Riel]730

Decision 4: Out of an endowment of 6000 Riels, your partner in the group contributes 3000731

Riels to the group fund [put the money on the green envelope and show to everyone].732

Now, out of an endowment of 6000 Riels, how much would you like to contribute to the group733

fund? Please put the money you want to contribute to the group fund in the green envelope734

and the money for yourself in the white envelope. Now this decision is over. Please wait till735

we have collected the envelopes.736

[Collect the envelopes, ensure that the id numbers are on them. Distribute new737

envelopes and another set of 6000 Riel]738

Decision 5: Out of an endowment of 6000 Riels, your partner in the group contributes 4000739

Riels to the group fund [put the money on the green envelope and show to everyone].740

Now, out of an endowment of 6000 Riels, how much would you like to contribute to the group741

fund? Please put the money you want to contribute to the group fund in the green envelope742

and the money for yourself in the white envelope. Now this decision is over. Please wait till743

we have collected the envelopes.744

[Collect the envelopes, ensure that the id numbers are on them. Distribute new745

envelopes and another set of 6000 Riel]746

Decision 6: Out of an endowment of 6000 Riels, your partner in the group contributes 5000747

Riels to the group fund [put the money on the green envelope and show to everyone].748

Now, out of an endowment of 6000 Riels, how much would you like to contribute to the group749

fund? Please put the money you want to contribute to the group fund in the green envelope750

and the money for yourself in the white envelope. Now this decision is over. Please wait till751
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we have collected the envelopes.752

[Collect the envelopes, ensure that the id numbers are on them. Distribute new753

envelopes and another set of 6000 Riel.]754

Decision 7: Out of an endowment of 6000 Riels, your partner in the group contributes 6000755

Riels to the group fund [put the money on the green envelope and show to everyone].756

Now, out of an endowment of 6000 Riels, how much would you like to contribute to the group757

fund? Please put the money you want to contribute to the group fund in the green envelope758

and the money for yourself in the white envelope. Now this decision is over. Please wait till759

we have collected the envelopes.760

[Collect the envelopes, ensure that the id numbers are on them.]761

So far, we have finished 3 tasks. We will have a 15-minute break now.762

A.3.4 Instructions for the Threshold Public Good Game763

Public Good Treatment764

Now we will read the instructions and give examples for the fourth task. Once we are sure765

that you understand the task, we will begin.766

In this task, we will divide you into groups of three participants: you and two other persons767

who are members in your community. You will not come to know to which group you belong.768

Likewise, you will not come to know the identity of the other two members of your group.769

Similarly, the other two members will not come to know your identity either.770

In this task, each participant will receive an endowment of 6000 Riel consisting of 6 bills of771

1000 Riel. With this endowment of 6000 Riel, you have to decide how much you want to772

keep for yourself and how much you want put into the group fund. The group fund is the773

money contributed by you and by two other members in your group.774

The money you want to keep for yourself you put in the white envelope. The amount of775
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Figure A.7: Poster for the Public Good treatment.

money you put in the white envelope remains the same, does not increase or decrease, and776

you will get it for sure.777

The money you want to contribute to the group fund, you put in the green envelope. The778

amount of money you get from the group fund can change, depending on how much you and779

the other two group members put into the green envelopes. Each group member either get780

zero Riel or 6000 Riels from the group fund. If 9000 Riels or more are in the green envelopes,781

each group member will get 6000 Riel from the group fund. If less than 9000 Riels are in the782

green envelopes, each group member will get zero Riel from the group fund.783

[Ask the group]784

1) If the total money in the green envelopes is 8000 Riel which is less than 9000, how much785

will each member get out of the group fund? The answer is 0 Riel.786
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[Ask the group]787

2) If the total money in the green envelopes is 9000 Riel which is exactly 9000, how much788

will each member get out of the group fund? The answer is 6000 Riel.789

[Ask the group]790

3) If the total money in the green envelopes is 10000 Riel which is more than 9000, how much791

will each member get out of the group fund? The answer is 6000 Riel.792

Have you understood what I have just explained so far? If you have any doubts or questions793

at this point, please raise your hand and ask the questions.794

Remember: The money you want to keep for yourself you put in the white envelope, and the795

money that you want to put into the group fund you put in the green envelope. Your total796

earning is the sum from the white envelope and the money you get from the group fund.797

The money you get from the group fund is 6000 Riels each if the total amount in the green798

envelopes is 9000 Riel or more. In contrast, the money you gets from the group fund is zero799

Riel each if the total amount in the green envelopes is less than 9000 Riel.800

[EXAMPLES]801
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We will show you with an example how the task is done in action. In these examples you802

can see the decision of all the three participants. In the actual task, however, you will not803

know what the other two in your group decide.804

[Randomly select 3 players and give them six bills of 1000 Riel and a white and805

a green envelope each. Assign who takes the role as participant I & II & III.806

Please make sure that each time YOU tell the persons on how much he should807

put into the green and white envelope. Do not allow the players to take the808

decision because this may influence the decision of other potential players.]809

In the following we give you two examples:810

Example 1:811

Now we will see what happens if member I puts 3000 Riel in the green envelope, member II812

and member III put 0 Riel in the green envelope. member I, please put 3000 Riel on top of813

the green envelope and the remaining 3000 Riels on top of the white envelope. Member II814

and III, please put 0 Riel on top of the green envelope and the remaining 6000 Riels on top815

of the white envelope.816

[Ask the group;]817

Now, can you tell me how many Riel are in the green envelopes?818

We have 3000 Riel in the green envelopes. The green envelopes contain less than 9000 Riel.819

Each member will thus get 0 Riel from the group fund [take away all bills on top of the820

green envelopes].821

[Ask the group;]822

How many Riel does member I get in total?823

member I gets 3000 Riel in total, since he has 3000 Riel his white envelope and gets zero824

from the group fund.825

[Ask the group;]826
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How many Riel does member II get in total?827

member II gets 6000 Riel in total, since he has 6000 Riel in his white envelope and gets zero828

from the group fund.829

[Ask the group;]830

How many Riel does member III get in total?831

member III gets 6000 Rielin total, since he has 6000 Riel in his white envelope and gets832

zero from the group fund. [Ask the participants to take the money of the envelopes833

again]834

If you have any questions, please raise your hand and ask them now.835

Example 2:836

Now we will see what happens if member I puts 6000 Riel in the green envelope, member837

II puts 3000 Riel in the green envelope, and member III puts 0 Riel in the green envelope.838

Member I, please put 6000 Riel on top of the green envelope and the remaining 0 Riels on839

top of the white envelope. Member II, please put 3000 Riel on top of the green envelope and840

the remaining 3000 Riels on top of the white envelope. Member III, please put 0 Riel on top841

of the green envelope and the remaining 6000 Riels on top of the white envelope.842

[Ask the group;]843

Now, can you tell me how many Riel are in the green envelopes?844

We have 9000 Riel in the green envelopes. Each member will get 6000 Riel from the group845

fund. [add bills to each green envelope so the total is 6000 Riel]846

[Ask the group;]847

How many Riel does member I get in total?848

Member I gets 6000 Riel in total, since he has 0 Riel in his white envelope and gets 6000 Riel849

from the group fund.850

[Ask the group;]851
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How many Riel does member II get in total?852

Member II gets 9000 Riel in total, since he has 3000 Riel in his white envelope and gets 6000853

Riel from the group fund.854

[Ask the group;]855

How many Riel does member III get in total?856

Member III gets 12000 Riel in total, since he has 6000 Riel in his white envelope and gets857

6000 Riel from the group fund.858

If you have any questions, please raise your hand and ask them now.859

Since there are no questions anymore, we are ready to make the decisions now.860

[Distribute the envelopes (make sure that in the green envelope is a paper slip)861

and the 6 bills and make sure that the blinds are up]862

The difficulty about making this decision is that you do not know how much your two group863

members will put into the green envelope. You can only guess how much you need to put864

in the green envelope to have jointly at least 9000. We would like to know what you think865

how much your partners will put in the green envelope. Therefore, we included a paper slip866

in the green envelope [show the paper slip]. This paper shows you the thirteen options867

of how much your other two group members could jointly put into the green envelopes. The868

first option (the top one which has 0 Riel in the green envelope) means that the other two869

members jointly put 0 Riel in the green envelope. The last option (the bottom one which870

has 12000 Riel in the green envelope) means the other two members jointly put 12000 Riel871

in the green envelope. There is no way of knowing how much the other two group members872

will put in the green envelope. You have to guess. If you guess correctly, we will pay you873

another 1000 Riels.874

How much do you think both of your group members will put jointly in the green envelope?875

Please tick the box. [Show how to tick the box]. Once you ticked the box, please put the876
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paper strip back into the green envelope.877

Now we are ready to make the decision. Please distribute the 6000 Riels between the green878

and the white envelope.879

[Collect the envelopes and make sure that the ID number is on both envelopes.880

]881

Public Bad Treatment882
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Figure A.9: Poster for the Public Bad treatment.

883

Now we will read the instructions and give examples for the fourth task. Once we are sure884

that you understand the task, we will begin.885

In this task, we will divide you into groups of three participants: you and two other persons886
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Figure A.10: Belief elicitation in the public bad treatment.

who are members in your community. You will not come to know to which group you belong.887

Likewise, you will not come to know the identity of the other two members of your group.888

Similarly, the other two members will not come to know your identity either.889

In this task, each participant will receive an endowment of 6000 Riel consisting of 6 bills of890

1000 Riel. With this endowment of 6000 Riel, you have to decide how much you want to891

keep for yourself and how much you want put into the group fund. The group fund is the892

money contributed by you and by two other members in your group.893

The money you want to keep for yourself you put in the white envelope. The amount of894

money you put in the white envelope remains the same, does not increase or decrease, and895

you will get it for sure.896

The money you want to contribute to the group fund, you put in the green envelope. The897

amount of money you get from the group fund can change, depending on how much you898

and the other two group members put into the white envelope. Each group member either899

gets zero Riels or 6000 Riels from the group fund. If 9000 Riels or less are in the white900

envelopes, you get 6000 Riel each from the group fund. If more than 9000 Riels are in the901
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white envelopes, each of you gets zero from the group fund. [Ask the group]902

1) If the total money in the white envelopes is 10000 Riel which is more than 9000, how much903

will each member get out of the group fund? The answer is 0 Riel.904

[Ask the group]905

2) If the total money in the white envelopes is 9000 Riel which is exactly 9000, how much906

will each member get out of the group fund? The answer is 6000 Riel.907

[Ask the group]908

3) If the total money in the white envelopes is 8000 Riel which is less than 9000, how much909

will each member get out of the group fund? The answer is 6000 Riel.910

Have you understood what I have just explained so far? If you have any doubts or questions911

at this point, please raise your hand and ask the questions.912

Remember: The money you want to keep for yourself you put in the white envelope, and the913

money that you want to put into the group fund you put in the green envelope. Your total914

earning is the sum from the white envelope and the money you get from the group fund. The915

money you get from the group fund is 6000 Riels if the total amount in the white envelopes916

is 9000 Riel or less. Each of you gets zero from the group fund if the total amount in the917

white envelope is more than 9000 Riel.918

[EXAMPLES]919

We will show you with examples how the task is done in action. In this example you can see920

the decision of all the three participants. In the actual task, however, you will not know what921

the other two in your group decide. [Randomly select 3 players and give them six bills922

of 1000 Riel and a white and a green envelope each. Assign who takes the role as923

participant I & II & III. Please make sure that each time YOU tell the persons924

on how much he should put into the envelopes. Do not allow the players to take925

the decision because this may influence the decision of other potential players.]926
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In the following we give you two examples:927

Example 1:928

Now we will see what happens if member I puts 3000 Riel in the white envelope, member II929

and member III put 6000 Riel in the white envelope. Member I, please put 3000 Riel on top930

of the white envelope and the remaining 3000 Riels on top of the green envelope. Member II931

and III, please put 6000 Riel on top of the white envelope and the remaining 0 Riels on top932

of the green envelope.933

[Ask the group;]934

Now, can you tell me how many Riel are in the white envelopes?935

We have 15000 Riel in the white envelopes. The white envelopes contain more than 9000936

Riel. Each member will thus get 0 Riel from the group fund [take away all bills on top937

of the green envelopes]938

[Ask the group;]939

How many Riel does Participant I get in total? Member I gets 3000 Riel in total, since he940

has 3000 Riel his white envelope and gets zero from the group fund.941

[Ask the group;]942

How many Riel does member II get in total?943

member II gets 6000 Riel in total, since he has 6000 Riel in his white envelope and gets zero944

form the group fund.945

[Ask the group;]946

How many Riel does member III get in total?947

Member III gets 6000 Riel in total, since he has 6000 Riel in his white envelope and gets zero948

form the group fund.949

[Ask the participants to take the money of the envelopes again]950

Example 2: Now we will see what happens if member I puts 0 Riel in the white envelope,951
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member II puts 3000 Riel in the white envelope, and member III puts 6000 Riel in the white952

envelope. Member I, please put 0 Riel on top of the white envelope and the remaining 6000953

Riels on top of the white envelope. Member II, please put 3000 Riel on top of the white954

envelope and the remaining 3000 Riels on top of the green envelope. Member III, please955

put 6000 Riel on top of the white envelope and the remaining 0 Riels on top of the green956

envelope.957

[Ask the group;]958

Now, can you tell me how many Riel are in the white envelopes?959

We have 9000 Riel in the white envelopes. Each participant will get 6000 Riel from the group960

fund. [add bills to each green envelope so the total is 6000 Riel]961

[Ask the group;]962

How many Riel does member I get in total?963

Member I gets 6000 Riel in total, since he has 0 Riel in his white envelope and gets 6000 Riel964

from the group fund.965

[Ask the group;]966

How man Riel does member II get in total?967

Member II gets 9000 Riel in total, since he has 3000 Riel in his white envelope and gets 6000968

Riel from the group fund.969

[Ask the group;]970

How man Riel does member III get in total?971

Member III gets 12000 Riel in total, since he has 6000 Riel in his white envelope and gets972

6000 Riel from the group fund.973

If you have any questions, please raise your hand and ask them now. [If necessary, repeat974

the examples in the same order]975

Since there are no questions anymore, we are ready to make the decisions now.976
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[Distribute the envelopes (make sure that in the white envelope is a paper slip)977

and the 6 bills and make sure that the blinds are up]978

The difficulty about making this decision is that you do not know how much your two group979

members will put into the white envelope. You can only guess how much you need to put980

in the white envelope to have jointly not more than 9000. We would like to know what you981

think how much your partners will put in the white envelope. Therefore, we included a paper982

slip in the white envelope [show the paper slip]. This paper shows you the thirteen options983

of how much your other two group members could jointly put into the white envelopes. The984

first option (the top one which has 0 Riel in the white envelope) means that the other two985

members jointly put 0 Riel in the white envelope. The last option (the bottom one which986

has 12000 Riel in the white envelope) means the other two members jointly put 12000 Riel987

in the white envelope. There is no way of knowing how much the other two group members988

will put in the white envelope. You have to guess. If you guess correctly, we will pay you989

another 1000 Riels.990

How much do you think both of your group members will put jointly in the white envelope?991

Please tick the box. [Show how to tick the box]. Once you ticked the box, please put the992

paper strip back into the white envelope.993

Now we are ready to make the decision. Please distribute the 6000 Riels between the green994

and the white envelope.995

[Collect the envelopes and make sure that the ID number is on both envelopes.996

]997

A.4 Survey998

1 Session ID999

2 Identification number of the participant1000
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3 What is your relation to the head of the family? [Pick one]1001

– I am the household head1002

– Spouse1003

– Child1004

– Parent1005

– Other relative1006

4 What is your marital status? [Pick one]1007

– Single1008

– Married1009

– Divorced1010

– Widow(er)1011

5 Gender [Pick one]1012

– Male1013

– Female1014

6 How old are you? (years) [integer]1015

7 How many years did you attend school?[ [integer]1016

8 What is your primary occupation? [Pick one]1017

– Rice farmer1018

– Fisher1019
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– Other1020

9 What is the primary occupation of your mother? [Pick one]1021

– Rice farmer1022

– Fisher1023

– Other1024

10 What is the primary occupation of your father? [Pick one]1025

– Rice farmer1026

– Fisher1027

– Other1028

11 How many people are in your family? (including you)[integer]1029

12 How many children are in your family? [integer]1030

13 Among all of the members, how many do earn income?[integer]1031

14 Does your family receive remittances?[Pick one]1032

– Yes1033

– No1034

15 Does anybody in your family earn wages? [Pick one]1035

– Yes1036

– No1037

16 Does anybody in your family earn salary? [Pick one]1038
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– Yes1039

– No1040

17 Does your family own farmland? [Pick one]1041

– Yes1042

– No1043

18 [If Q17 yes], how many hectares of farmland does your family own? [decimal]1044

19 Did your family cultivate rice last year (2018)? [Pick one]1045

– Yes1046

– No1047

20 [If Q19 yes], what is the main purpose of cultivating rice? [Pick one]1048

– Household consumption1049

– Sale1050

– Household consumption and Sale1051

21 [If Q19 yes], how many times per year did you cultivate rainy season rice? [integer]1052

22 [If Q19 yes], how many times per year did you cultivate dry season rice? [integer]1053

23 [If Q19 yes], how many hectares of paddy land does your family own? [decimal]1054

24 [If Q19 yes] Are you a member of a Farmer Water User Community (FWUC)? [Pick1055

one]1056

– Yes1057

– No1058
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25 [If Q24 no], why not? [pick multiple]1059

– I’m not interested in1060

– I don’t have time/money for membership1061

– There is no FWUC here1062

– Other1063

26 [If Q19 yes], how many hectares of paddy land with access to irrigation does your1064

family own? [decimal]1065

27 [If Q26 ¿0] For your most important paddy land with access to irrigation, did your1066

family irrigate the paddy field last year? [Pick one]1067

– Yes1068

– No1069

28 [If Q27 yes], what was the water fee per hectares (KHR)? [decimal]1070

29 [If Q26 ¿0] For your most important paddy land with access to irrigation, how far is1071

it from the water source to your land? (in m) [decimal]1072

30 [If Q26 ¿0] For your most important paddy land with access to irrigation, what is the1073

closest water source?[Pick one]1074

– Perennial Stream1075

– Intermittent stream1076

– Lake1077

– Reservoir1078
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– Main canal1079

– Secondary canal1080

– Other1081

31 [If Q30 Other] For that water source, how well-maintained is it? [Pick one]1082

– Excellent1083

– Good1084

– Average/OK1085

– Poor1086

– Very poor1087

32 [If Q26¿0] For that water source, did you have enough water for irrigating? [Pick one]1088

– Yes1089

– No1090

33 [If Q32 no], how scarce was it last year? [Pick one]1091

– Somehow scarce1092

– Moderately scarce1093

– Extremely scarce1094

– I cannot rate1095

34 [If Q32 no] Overall, how many times did you face such a scarcity in the last 5 years?1096

[integer]1097
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35 [If Q32 no] Overall, how would you rate the degree of water scarcity in your community?1098

[Pick one]1099

– Somehow scarce1100

– Moderately scarce1101

– Extremely scarce1102

– I cannot rate1103

36 [If Q32 no] What do you think are the reasons for this water scarcity? [Pick multiple]1104

– Drought1105

– Climate change1106

– People overuse1107

– Increasing demand for water1108

– Other reasons1109

37 [If Q32 no] If water is scarce, has there been any conflict related to water use or water1110

sharing? [Pick one]1111

– Yes1112

– No1113

38 [If Q37 yes], who played a role in mediating those conflicts over water use/sharing?1114

[Pick multiple]1115

– FWUC leader1116

– Village/Commune Chief1117
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– Provincial government official1118

– Other1119

39 [If Q37 yes], how do you rate the effectiveness of that conflict resolution? [Pick one]1120

– Not effective1121

– Somewhat Effective1122

– Very effective1123

– Not sure1124

40 Did your family engage in fishing in the last year (2018)? [Pick one]1125

– Yes1126

– No1127

41 [If Q40 yes] What is the main purpose of fishing? [Pick one]1128

– Household consumption1129

– Sale1130

– Household consumption and Sale1131

42 [If Q40 yes] How many motor boats does your family own? [integer]1132

43 [If Q40 yes] How many row fishing boats does your family own? [integer]1133

44 [If Q40 yes] How many kilograms of fish does your family catch on a good trip? [dec-1134

imal]1135

45 [If Q40 yes] How many kilograms of fish does your family catch on a typical trip?1136

[decimal]1137
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46 [If Q40 yes] How many kilograms of fish does your family catch on a bad trip? [deci-1138

mal]1139

47 [If Q40 yes] Are you a member of a community fishery (CF)? [Pick one]1140

– Yes1141

– No1142

48 [If Q47 no], why not? [pick multiple]1143

– I’m not interested in1144

– I don’t have time/money for membership1145

– There is no CF here1146

– Other1147

49 [If Q40 yes] Has your family experienced a decline in fish catch in the past 5 years?1148

[Pick one]1149

– Yes1150

– No1151

50 [If Q49 yes] what do you think are the reasons for a decline in the fish catch? [Pick1152

multiple]1153

– Overfishing1154

– Illegal fishing1155

– Natural causes1156

– Other1157
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51 [If Q50 Other] please specify [text]1158

52 [If Q40 yes] In the past 5 years, has your family observed a collapse of certain type of1159

fish? [Pick one]1160

– Yes1161

– No1162

53 [If Q52 yes], which fish did collapse? [text]1163

54 [If Q49 yes] If there was a decline in fish catch, have you observed any conflict in regard1164

to fishing in your community? [Pick one]1165

– Yes1166

– No1167

55 [If Q54 yes], who played a role in mediating those conflicts? [Pick multiple]1168

– Community Fishery leader1169

– Village/Commune Chief1170

– Provincial government official1171

– Other1172

56 [If Q55 yes], How do you rate the effectiveness of conflict resolution in regard to1173

fishing? [Pick one]1174

– Not effective1175

– Somewhat Effective1176

– Very effective1177
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– Not sure1178

57 Did your family experience food shortage last year? [Pick one]1179

– Yes1180

– No1181

58 [If Q57 yes] In which months did you experience food shortage? [Pick multiple]1182

– January1183

– February1184

– March1185

– April1186

– May1187

– June1188

– July1189

– August1190

– September1191

– October1192

– November1193

– December1194

59 [If Q57 yes] How does your family cope with food shortages? [Pick multiple]1195

– Selling rice1196
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– Go fishing1197

– Selling labor1198

– Remittances1199

– Reduce Consumption1200

– Other1201

60 [If Q59 other], Please specify what you do to cope with food shortage. [text]1202

61 Have you taken loans? [Pick one]1203

– Yes1204

– No1205

62 [If Q61 yes] What is the primary purpose of taking loans? [Pick one]1206

– Agricultural activities1207

– Fishing activities1208

– Household consumption needs1209

– Paying existing debts1210

– Other1211

63 [If Q61 yes] Do you face difficulties paying back the loans? [Pick one]1212

– Yes1213

– No1214

64 Did your family experience any sudden drop in income (income shock) last year? [Pick1215

one]1216
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– Yes1217

– No1218

65 [If Q 61 yes], what was the reason for that sudden drop in income? [Pick multiple]1219

– Crop loss1220

– Livestock loss1221

– Land loss1222

– Fishing equipment loss1223

– Agricultural equipment loss1224

– Other1225

66 Did your family experience any major natural disasters last year? [Pick one]1226

– Yes1227

– No1228

67 [If Q66 yes], what was it? [Pick multiple]1229

– Drought1230

– Flood1231

– Fish Dying1232

– Storm1233

– Other1234

68 Do you think most people in this community can be trusted? [Pick one]1235
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– Yes1236

– No1237

69 Do you think most people in this community are willing to help if someone is in need?1238

[Pick one]1239

– Yes1240

– No1241

70 Suppose that 10 of your neighbors are invited to help in community activities (e.g.1242

repairing a canal or dam). How many would show up? [decimal]1243

71 We have reached the end of the survey. I thank you in the name of the team for your1244

participation.1245
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